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Abstract  
We performed precision measurements of the probability of “small heating” and spectrum 
of UCNs up-scattered on the surface of hydrogen-free oil “Fomblin Y-HVAC 18/8” as a function 
of temperature. The probability is well reproducible, does not depend on sample thickness and 
does not evolve in time. It is equal (9.8±0.2)∙10-6 at the ambient temperature. The spectrum 
coincides with those measured with solid-surface and nanoparticle samples. Indirect arguments 
indicate that spectrum shape weakly depends on temperature. Measured experimental data can be 
satisfactory described both within the model of near-surface nanodroplets and the model of 
capillary waves. 
 
Introduction 
The phenomenon named “small heating” of ultracold neutrons (UCNs) was found over 15 
years ago (1), (2). It consists of inelastic reflection of UCNs from surface accompanied with energy 
change (increase or decrease) comparable to initial UCN energy. UCNs with increased energy are 
called “Vaporized” UCNs (VUCNs). Measured probabilities of this process largely exceed values 
estimated within theoretical models considering the process of neutron reflection from bulk 
materials (3), (4), (5). 
Small heating (and “cooling”) of UCNs was measured by different experimental teams both 
in the reflection of UCNs from solid surfaces (1), (2), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), and in the reflection 
of UCNs from liquids (1), (2), (11), (12), (9), (10). Small heating probabilities measured by 
different teams with the same materials differ considerably from each other. This discrepancy 
could be associated both with actual difference in the process probability as a function of (a) poorly 
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controlled parameter(s) or/and with insufficient knowledge of spectral characteristics and thus 
insufficient precision of estimations of VUCN detection efficiency.  
For solid surfaces, this contradiction was withdrawn when work (13) showed that the 
probability essentially changes as a function of sample history, in particular the degree of sample 
preceding heating. Results of a series of experimental works (7), (8), (13) and theoretical works 
(14), (15), (16) indicate that small heating of UCNs is due to their scattering on nanoparticles in a 
state of physical adsorption on surface (17). Most nanoparticles are strongly bound to surface, but 
some are weakly bound and thus move along the surface. UCN scattering at moving nanoparticles 
is the reason of their small heating. All experimental data available for solid surfaces agree well 
with predictions of this model. 
 For liquid surfaces, contradictions are still there. In general, small heating probability is 
measured from a certain initial UCN energy range to a range of larger energies available for 
spectroscopy; both ranges are specific for concrete experimental setups; correct comparison of 
different results requires the knowledge of both the experimental details and the efficiency of 
VUCN detection as a function of energy. The first observation of this phenomenon (1), (2), (6) 
provided a small heating probability equal 10-5 per UCN bounce from surface; an increase of UCN 
energy was estimated to be about equal to the initial UCN energy. Work (12) showed that UCN 
reflection from oil surface is accompanied both with evens of energy increase and energy decrease 
(“cooling”); the energy change was also estimated to be about equal to the initial UCN energy but 
the probability was estimated to be equal 10-6. Authors of work (9) confirmed the existence of 
small heating and cooling of UCNs and estimated the probability to be equal 3·10-6; in work (10) 
the probability was estimated to be equal 5·10-6. As all these measurements were carried out at the 
same (ambient) temperature and VUCN spectra were measured or at least simulated, this scattering 
of results exceeds estimated experimental accuracy.  
In the present work, we study small heating of UCNs on the surface of hydrogen-free oil 
Fomblin. In spite of a number of related publications, small heating of UCNs on Fomblin has 
not been investigated in detail. In particular, nobody has measured the spectrum of up-scattered 
neutrons. A physical origin of this phenomenon on liquid surfaces could differ from that on solid 
surfaces. Thus works (18), (19) consider the interaction of UCNs with surface capillary waves as 
a reason for small heating. Investigation of small heating on liquid surfaces is interesting also in 
view of its contribution to systematic errors in measurements of the neutron lifetime (20). Recent 
work (21) revises results of some experiments involving UCN storage in Fomblin traps from this 
point of view. 
Hydrogen-free oils of various types are used in UCN experiments. They could be subdivided 
in two groups: low-temperature and high-temperature oils. Solidification temperatures of low-
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temperature oils are lower, saturation vapor pressures are higher; such oils can operate at nitrogen 
temperature and provide lowest UCN loss coefficients (22). High-temperature oils are widely used 
due to more convenient operation and the absence of mass transfer at ambient temperatures. In the 
present work we study high-temperature oil named Fomblin Y-HVAC 18/8 (23); it was used in 
neutron lifetime experiments (24), (25), (26), (27), (28), (29). 
 
Experimental setup and measuring procedure 
 
The experiments is carried out in the Big Gravitational Spectrometer (BGS) built specially 
to investigate small heating of UCNs. Detailed description of the spectrometer and measuring 
procedure is found in work (13). The spectrometer is a vertical cylindrical UCN trap with an 
absorber in the upper part. Lower part of the trap is divided in two parts, internal and external, 
using a gravitational barrier. A scheme of principle and a photo of the internal part are shown in 
Fig. 1. Sample (1) is placed to the spectrometer bottom inside the internal part, which is defined 
by a cylinder (2) with the diameter 40 cm and the height 35 cm. The cylinder is the gravitational 
barrier for those UCNs, which filled in the internal volume through an input neutron guide and 
then are trapped inside with a valve (3). UCN flux density at the spectrometer bottom is monitored 
using a monitor detector (4). An exit from the storage volume to the monitor detector is closed 
with a valve, which is a cover that can move up-down. A calibrated hole (8) with the diameter 
5 mm is made in the valve. Samples can be inserted into the central part of the storage volume and 
extracted from it using a "lift" (not shown in the figure), which is built of two horizontal disks 
connected to each other with three vertical pillars. A sample is placed onto the lower disk; its upper 
surface is a part of the storage volume bottom when the "lift" is moved up. When the "lift" is 
moved down, a sample is found in a service volume; in this case, the upper surface of the upper 
disk is a part of the storage volume bottom, instead of the upper surface of the lower disk. The 
“lift” allows measuring with/without sample without breaking vacuum. 
Spectrum of UCNs stored in the spectrometer is shaped from above with an absorber (5) 
installed at a certain height 𝐻𝑎𝑏𝑠  (below we will indicate UCN energy in units of height of 
maximum raising in the Earth’s gravitational field). Neutrons with energy sufficiently high for 
raising up to a height larger than 𝐻𝑎𝑏𝑠 are being lost in the absorber with a certain characteristic 
time. The absorber consists of two parts; the central part can be inserted inside the internal part of 
the storage volume. 
A detector (6) is installed outside the gravitational barrier (2); thus it can count only neutrons 
with energy higher than the barrier (𝐸𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑). If the absorber is moved to its upper position (𝐻𝑎𝑏𝑠 >
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𝐸𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑), neutrons with energy higher than 𝐸𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑  can escape above the gravitational barrier and 
find the detector (6) through an open input valve (7). 
A device for inserting an additional neutron absorber is installed in the bottom of the external 
part of the storage volume (not shown in the figure). This absorber assists eliminating neutrons in 
the external storage volume more efficiently. This absorber is produced of titanium; its total 
surface area is 720 cm2. 
Compared to the setup described in ref. (13), we did the following modifications in the 
spectrometer construction. The gravitational barrier height is decreased from 50 cm to 35 cm; thus 
the range of observable energy transfers increased towards higher transfer values. The titanium 
absorber (5) is replaced with a polyethylene absorber with developed surface; this modification 
allows sharply shape initial UCN spectrum and thus decrease a «dead-zone» – a range of small 
energy transfers that cannot be observed. The input neutron guide is inserted into the storage 
volume by 25 cm above its bottom; thus the energy “mono-line” in the initial UCN spectrum is 
quite narrow. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. A scheme of the setup. 1 – sample, 2 – gravitational barrier,  3 – input 
valve,  4  – monitor,  5  – absorber, 6 – detector, 7 – exit valve, 8 – calibrated 
hole. 
 
The procedure to measure small heating and spectrum of heated neutrons consists of the 
following stages: «filling», «cleaning», «effect measurement», «spectrometer emptying». Fig. 2 
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shows typical evolution of the detector (6) and monitor (4) count rates during these stages in 
measurements with a sample. During all these stages, the exit valve in front of the detector is open, 
the valve in front of the monitor detector is closed. 
During filling in the spectrometer (0-60 sec), the input valve is open, the absorber is found 
in its lower position 𝐻𝑎𝑏𝑠 = 𝐻𝑚𝑖𝑛 at the height 32.5 cm. Some UCNs from initial spectrum with 
energy higher than the gravitational barrier escape through a slit between the absorber and the 
walls of internal storage volume, jump over the gravitational barrier and find the detector; therefore 
the count rate is high. 
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Fig. 2 Count rate in the detector (open points) and the monitor (solid points) as a 
function of time in measurements with a sample (explanations in the text). The sample 
surface area is 0.74 m2; the measurement is performed at the ambient temperature; 
the maximum absorber height is 140 cm. 
 
After closing the input valve (60-th sec) the cleaning starts. Neutrons with energy higher 
than the absorber height are promptly lost in it or escape from the external volume to the detector. 
As a result, count rate in the detector sharply decreases down to the background value. Only 
neutrons with energy lower than 𝐻𝑚𝑖𝑛  survive in the central part of the storage volume. The 
duration of cleaning Δ𝑡𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑛 is 40 sec; it is chosen so that neutrons with energy larger than 𝐻𝑚𝑖𝑛, 
which survived in the internal storage volume, would not affect the result. Procedures of choosing 
values Δ𝑡𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑛 and 𝐻𝑚𝑖𝑛 and measuring UCN spectra are described in Appendixes 1 and 3. 
At the end of cleaning (110-th sec), the absorber is lifted to the upper height 𝐻𝑎𝑏𝑠 = 𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥, 
and the effect measurement starts. Raising of the absorber does not affect neutrons with energy 
lower than 𝐻𝑚𝑖𝑛 and thus does not affect the monitor count rate, while the detector count rate 
increases and after some time becomes proportional to the flux density of UCNs trapped in the 
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spectrometer with the gravitational barrier. This dependence is explained by permanent production 
of neutrons (VUCNs) in the storage volume with energy higher than the gravitational barrier.  
If an UCN gains energy larger than 𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥  due to inelastic scattering on spectrometer or 
sample surfaces than a probability of finding the detector is suppressed by its loss in the absorber. 
Thus the detector counts mainly UCNs with energy smaller than 𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥, and one can evaluate the 
integral VUCN spectrum by means of comparing results measured with different 𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥. In order 
to calculate spectrum using measured numbers of neutrons counted in the detector as a function of 
the absorber height (effect measurement) one should take into account that the efficiency of 
neutron detections depends on their energy. This is due to the fact that both the probability of 
neutron escape to the detector and the probability of its loss in the spectrometer change as a 
function of energy; the later only changes as a function of sample in the spectrometer. However, 
these values can be measured and thus the efficiency of counting VUCNs as a function of energy 
can be measured experimentally. Fig. 3 shows the probability of VUCN detection as a function of 
energy for different absorber heights. A procedure of measurement of the neutron detection 
efficiency as a function of energy is described in Appendix 2.  
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Fig. 3. VUCN detection efficiency as a function of energy. Points correspond to 
experimental values measured with a sample. The sample surface area equals 0.74 m2. 
Curves indicate calculations for different absorber heights: 70 cm (solid curve), 
100 cm (dashed curve), and 120 cm (dotted curve). 
 
At 350-th sec, the absorber is moved to the lower height and the detector count rate decreases 
again to the background value. 
Statistics is accumulated by periodically repeating the measuring procedure.   
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Samples 
In order to study small heating of UCNs on the surface of Fomblin oil we produced samples 
of two types: thin layers and thick layers of oil. Thin layer means a thickness of about 1 μm; thick 
layer means a thickness of much larger than 1 μm, up to a few mm (such thicknesses were applied 
in ref. (29); a thin layer at side trap walls; a thick layer at the bottom).  
Thin layers are applied to a stainless steel foil. The foil was dipped into a bath with oil and 
then taken off. Then oil flew down from the vertically installed foil for over 24 hours in a clean 
room for preventing dusting of the surface. The sample surface area was equal 0.74 m2. 
To produce a thick sample, we filled in flat “plates” with layers of oil with the thickness 2-
3 mm; the plates were coated with a thin oil layer from all other directions. In order to increase the 
sample area up to 0.41 m2, we installed five “plates” above each other. Figs. 4, 5 and 6 show 
images of sample of the two types. 
 
Fig. 4. A stainless steel foil and the foil coated with oil in a portable “clean room”. 
 
Fig. 5. A thin-layer oil sample in the service volume of the spectrometer. 
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Fig. 6. “Plates” with oil in the service volume of the spectrometer. 
 
We use Fomblin Y-HVAC 18/8 oil from Ausimont (now SolvaySolexis) company to 
produce thin samples (30), (31), (32). Thick samples are produced both from Ausimont-company 
oil and from oil previously used in ref. (33). 
The pressure of Fomblin Y-HVAC 18/8 oil vapor pressure at the ambient temperature is as 
low as ~210-8 mbar that favor its utilization at this temperature and below, without being afraid 
of mass transfer to the spectrometer surfaces. 
In addition to oil samples, we used samples of diamond nanopowder (nano-diamond 
produced in accordance with ТУ 2-037-677-94ФГУП "РФЯЦВНИИТФ", Snezhinsk) and 
sapphire nanopowder (34). The characteristic diameter of diamond nano-crystals is 20 nm. Nano-
powder samples are in the shape of layer with the thickness of up to 1 mm on copper or single-
crystal sapphire surface. A nano-diamond sample is shown in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7. Nano-diamond powder on the spectrometer surface. 
 
Results of measurements 
a) UCN spectrum 
The initial UCN spectrum in the spectrometer is shown in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8. Differential UCN spectrum in the spectrometer. Fractions of spectra on right are 
calculated within different absorber models (see Appendix 1). 
 
Procedures of measurement and spectrum calculation are described in Appendix 3. 
As clear from Fig. 8, the main fraction of UCNs is found in the energy range 30.5 2.5 cm. 
 
b) Probability of small heating on Fomblin 
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All parameters of measurements are nicely reproducible for all Fomblin samples; they do 
not evolve in time. Results for thin and thick samples do not differ from each other within 
uncertainties. The probability of small heating at the ambient temperature is the same for all 
samples. The probability from the given initial energy range to the range of final energies up to 
120 cm (see Fig. 3, the absorber height is 120 cm) is equal (9.8±0.2)∙10-6 per collision with surface. 
This value is estimated using equation (1): 
𝑃+ =
𝑁𝑑𝑒𝑡
𝑁𝑚𝑜𝑛∙𝜀
𝑆𝑚𝑜𝑛
𝑆𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒
,     (1), 
where 𝑃+  is the small heating probability, 𝑁𝑑𝑒𝑡  and 𝑁𝑚𝑜𝑛  are the integral count rates in the 
detector and the monitor during the effect measurement, 𝑆𝑚𝑜𝑛 and 𝑆𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 are the area of monitor 
hole and the effective sample area accordingly, 𝜀 ≈ 0.7 is the efficiency of VUCN detection taking 
into account VUCN detection as a function of the absorber height. 
In contrast to that, results of measurements with nano-powders evolve in time. For thick 
powder layers, the dominant tendency is the increasing of losses and the decreasing of small 
heating probability. 
 
c) Small heating as a function of Fomblin temperature 
The probability of small heating is shown in Fig. 9 as a function of temperature for a thin 
Fomblin layer; it is given in values of the ratio 𝑁𝑑𝑒𝑡/𝑁𝑚𝑜𝑛  in expression (1). Note that the 
probability of VUCN detection is defined mainly by VUCN losses in the spectrometer walls; it is 
virtually independent from Fomblin sample (losses on samples are significantly smaller than losses 
on spectrometer walls) and temperature in the studied range. 
Black point in Fig. 9 corresponds to measurements at the ambient temperature; blue points 
indicate measurements during cooling; and red points show results measured during heating. 
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Fig. 9. Small heating as a function of temperature; a thin Fomblin layer; explanations in the text.  
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Fig. 9 illustrates measurements of small heating as a function of temperature. 
 
d) VUCN energy distribution 
Fig. 10 presents the number of detected up-scattered neutrons as a function of the absorber 
height during the effect measurement; neutrons are up-scattered on different Fomblin samples and 
on spectrometer walls. 
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Fig. 10. The number of detected up-scattered neutrons as a function of the absorber 
height; neutrons are upscattered on different samples during the effect measurement. Open 
circles correspond to measurements with thin Fomblin layers; open squares indicate results 
obtained with empty spectrometer and multiplied with a factor 9.4; solid points show results 
measured with thick Fomblin layers and multiplied with a factor 1.48. 
 
Analogous measurements were carried out with nanoparticles of all types. Fig. 11 compares 
averaged numbers of detected UCNs as a function of the absorber height measured during the 
effect measurement for all Fomblin and nanoparticles samples. Curves are presented in relative 
units; they are normalized to maximum values. 
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Fig. 11. VUCN count rate as a function of the absorber height measured during the effect 
measurement. Circles show results measured with various solid nanoparticles: diamond, 
sapphire, copper; all results coincide within statistical uncertainty. Rhombuses indicate data 
measured with Fomblin. Curves are presented in relative units; they are normalized to 
maximum values. 
 
Discussion of results 
As mentioned in the introduction, we are aware of two hypotheses, which can describe the 
phenomenon under investigation: the hypothesis of inelastic UCN scattering on near-surface 
nanodroplets (16) and the hypothesis of inelastic UCN scattering on surface capillary waves (18). 
While temperature and spectral dependencies for small heating on capillary waves are considered 
in ref. (19) in detail, the nanodroplets hypothesis has not been so worked out. One could assume 
that the probability of small heating depends on the density of droplets of a certain size in the 
vicinity of the surface; in a turn, the density is expected to be related to the saturation vapor 
pressure with a simple dependence.  
We did not found any data from Fomblin producer on the oil saturation vapor pressure below 
the ambient temperature. A formula 𝑜𝑔(𝑝) = 𝐴 − 𝐵/𝑇, where 𝐴 and 𝐵 are constants for the vapor 
pressure below 1 tor as proposed in ref. (35). Coefficient 𝐵 is related to the specific evaporation 
heat. Coefficients 𝐴 = 3.9 and 𝐵 = 2763 proposed in ref. (35) do not describe satisfactory the 
data of Fomblin producer for the saturation vapor pressure (23). However, the same analytical 
formula with other coefficients 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑝) = 11.103 − 5509/𝑇  describes these data significantly 
better. The value 𝐵 = 5509 is evaluated using values ∆𝐻𝑉 = 9 𝑐𝑎𝑙/𝑔 and the molecular mass 
2800. The value 𝐴 = 11.103 is fitted so to obtain the known pressure value at the temperature 
𝑇 = 293 𝐾 . Square root of saturation vapor pressure is shown in Fig. 12 as a function of 
temperature and compared to the experimental data.  
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The probability of small UCN heating on capillary waves is calculated in accordance with 
formulas in ref. (19) from the energy mono-line 33 neV to the energy range 38-106 neV and also 
shown in Fig. 12 as a function of temperature. 
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Fig. 12. The small heating probability as a function of temperature (as in Fig. 9) compared 
with calculations within the hypothesis of capillary waves (black solid curve) as well as with 
square root of the Fomblin saturation vapor pressure (blue dashed curve, scale on right). 
 
Fig. 12 illustrates that formulas in ref. (19) describe well both the absolute value (the 
calculated small heating probability equals 1.210-5 at the temperature 24О С) and the temperature 
dependence. To remind, the measured probability equals (9,8±0.2)∙10-6 per collision. 
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Fig. 13. Experimental data from Fig. 10 are compared with estimations within the model of 
capillary waves (solid line) (19) taking into account the spectrum of UCNs in the 
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spectrometer and the VUCN detection efficiency. Count rates are renormalized to coincide 
at infinite height. 
 
VUCN count rate during the effect measurement calculated within this model is shown in 
Fig. 13 as a function of the absorber height; it is compared to the experimental data presented in 
Fig. 10. The difference between calculated and measured results is significant, in particular at 
small heights. 
It is clear from Figs. 10 and 11 that observed VUCN count rates, as a function of the absorber 
height, are surprisingly very similar to each other for all solid and sample samples. This 
universality is natural in the model of inelastic UCN scattering on nanoparticles. Indeed, the 
spectrometer is selectively sensitive to some nanoparticle mass; the mass value can be calculated 
as a function of the initial UCN distribution and the energy window of spectrometer sensitivity. 
For illustration we calculated integral VUCN spectra and corresponding VUCN count rates for 
extreme assumptions about nanoparticle size distribution as a function of the absorber height 
taking into account measured spectrometer sensitivity, Fig. 14. Here, a simplified model assumes 
UCN scattering on individual spherical uniform nanoparticles; we neglect rotation, shape 
distribution, non-uniformity, interference with surface. 
 
Fig. 14. VUCN count rate as a function of energy in units of UCN raising in the Earth’s 
gravitational field, in cm (corresponds to Fig. 11). Circles show results obtained with 
various solid nanoparticles: diamond, sapphire, copper; all these results coincide within 
statistical accuracy. Rhombuses indicate data measured with Fomblin oil; they agree with 
the data for solid nanoparticles. Four curves correspond to model calculations of VUCN 
spectra with Fomblin oil for four hypotheses on nanodroplets size distribution: (𝑅/𝑅0)
−𝑙, 
where index 𝑙 = 1, 2, 3, 4 runs up down. Curves and data are normalized so to provide equal 
values at the infinite height. 
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Conclusion 
We performed precision measurements of the probability of small heating and spectrum of 
UCNs up-scattered on the surface of hydrogen-free oil Fomblin Y-HVAC 18/8 as a function of 
temperature. The probability is well reproducible, does not depend on sample thickness and does 
not evolve in time. It is equal (9.8±0.2)∙10-6 at the ambient temperature, in agreement with the first 
experiment (1). The spectrum coincides with those measured with solid-surface and nanoparticle 
samples.  
Measured results indicate that the hypothesis that UCN inelastic scattering on surface waves 
is the reason of small UCN heating on Fomblin, agrees to experimental data. This conclusion is 
based on a calculation of small heating as a function of temperature within the analytical model 
described in ref. (19). This is in contrast to the conclusion in our work (16), which was based on 
calculations illustrated in Fig. 13 in work (19); apparently the caption to Fig. 13 in work (19) is 
not correct. A deviation of the experimental data from the model is observed, in particular at small 
energy transfers.  
The hypothesis of nanodroplets stays attractive, in particular due to natural interpretation of 
the observed universality of VUCN count rates as a function of the absorber height, as well due to 
the coincidence of predicted and observed spectra. However, in order to prove or rule out this 
hypothesis, one should develop a microscopic theoretical model of nanodroplets formation in the 
surface vicinity. After comparing the small heating probability and the oil vapor pressure as a 
function of temperature, we conclude that the probability of nanodroplets formation should be 
approximately proportional to square root of vapor pressure; otherwise the model would contradict 
the data. 
The measured temperature dependence of small heating probability is analogous to that 
measured in ref. (10). On the other hand, the range of final energies in our setup is much closer to 
the initial UCN energy than that in ref. (10). Thus we conclude that apparently VUCN spectrum 
does not change significantly with temperature. 
In neutron lifetime experiments with such Fomblin oil coatings, evadingly, UCN traps 
should be cooled down; cooling down to the temperature -20С decreases the small heating 
probability by a factor of over 10. It will be interesting to measure the probability of small heating 
on oils with large molecules with correspondingly larger viscosity and lower vapor pressure. The 
probability of small heating on such oils might appear to be significantly lower even at the ambient 
temperature. 
 
The authors are grateful to S.N. Chernyavskiy for useful discussions, also to P. Geltenbort, 
T. Brener, and A. Elaazzouzi for help in the experiment preparation..  
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Appendix 1. Cleaning of initial spectrum  
Purposes of the “cleaning” stage are, on one hand, to shape the initial neutron spectrum so 
that its upper cut off is ultimately close to the gravitational barrier height, on another hand, to avoid 
systematic errors associated with eventual contributions of residual neutrons in the initial spectrum 
with energies above the gravitational barrier.  
We can evaluate experimentally the cleaning time needed for shaping the initial spectrum. 
One method consists of measuring the effect as a function of cleaning time. Another method is to 
fix a cleaning time (we set ∆𝑡𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 45 𝑠𝑒𝑐) and measure the effect as a function of absorber 
height 𝐻𝑚𝑖𝑛 . A description of these procedures is found in ref.  (13)  (description of Fig. 8). 
Assume that we fix a certain value of cleaning time and are setting the upper cut off of the initial 
UCN spectrum closer and closer to the gravitational barrier. Then the measured effect will be 
increasing smoothly due to increasing of the total number of UCNs in the spectrometer and 
decreasing the energy dead-zone in the final energy spectrum. At a certain absorber height, further 
approaching of the spectrum cut off to the gravitational barrier will be accompanied with sharp 
increasing of the measured effect; it is associated with a systematic effect: neutrons from the initial 
spectrum with energy higher than the gravitational barrier "survive" the cleaning procedure and 
find the detector during counting VUCNs, Fig. 1.4. The absorber height corresponding to the 
transition in the derivative of the measured affect as a function of the absorber height depends on 
absorber parameters. 
A comparison of various methods of shaping of the upper cut off in the initial spectrum was 
carried out in ref. (36). In present measurements we used an absorber installed in the top part of 
the storage volume produced from polyethylene with developed surface (see Fig. 1.1). 
Development of the surface increases the number of collisions of UCNs with absorber. 
Polyethylene absorber, and thus the spectrometer, cannot be heated up, however it provides 
maximum rate and sharpness of UCN spectrum shaping from above.  
 
Рис. 1.1. The absorber profile; sizes are given in mm. 
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The absorber height is calibrated with a ruler. The accuracy of setting the bottom surface of 
the absorber in these measurements was better than 2 mm. 
Losses of neutrons of interest in the absorber can be described in a simple approximation of 
isotropic UCN flux at the absorber height.  
The measured density of polyethylene is 0.86 g/cm3; the corresponding estimation of the 
optical potential is -8.06 neV. Here we remind main formulas for absorber with negative optical 
potential installed above storage volume. With the normal-to-absorber-surface component of 
neutron velocity 𝑣⊥ and the critical velocity 𝑣𝑙𝑖𝑚 corresponding to the absorber negative optical 
potential −𝐻𝑙𝑖𝑚, the coefficient of neutron loss per collision can be readily calculated: 
𝜇(𝑦⊥) =
4𝑦⊥√𝑦⊥
2+1
(𝑦⊥+√𝑦⊥
2+1)
2     (1.1) 
where 𝑦⊥ = 𝑣⊥/𝑣𝑙𝑖𝑚 . Averaging of this coefficient over isotropic neutron distribution at the 
surface will provide: 
𝜇(𝑦)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ =
8𝑦
3
((𝑦2 + 1)√𝑦2 + 1 − 𝑦 (𝑦2 +
3
2
)),   (1.2) 
here = 𝑣/𝑣𝑙𝑖𝑚, and 𝑣 is the velocity of incident neutron.  
The rate of neutron losses in the absorber is defined by the ratio of the flux of neutrons 
leaving volume through absorber to the flux total flux of neutrons: 
1
𝜏𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑣)
=
1
4
∫ 𝑛(𝑣)𝑣𝜇(𝑣)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ 𝑑𝑆𝑆
∫ 𝑛(𝑣)𝑑𝑉𝑉
,     (1.3) 
where S is the absorber surface, V is the volume available for neutrons with velocity 𝑣, and 𝑛(𝑣) 
is the neutron density. We take into account that the neutron density is proportional to velocity 
𝑛(𝑣)~𝑣 = √𝑣0
2 − 2𝑔ℎ, where 𝑣0 is the neutron velocity at the storage volume bottom, 𝑔 is the 
gravitational acceleration, ℎ is the height above the volume bottom. If absorber is a “cover” of the 
storage volume with vertical walls, then for neutrons with energy higher by ∆ℎ than the absorber 
height 𝐻𝑎𝑏𝑠 we get: 
1
𝜏𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑛(Δℎ,𝐻𝑎𝑏𝑠)
=
3
8
√2𝑔Δℎ𝜇(
Δℎ
𝐻𝑙𝑖𝑚
)
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅
(𝐻𝑎𝑏𝑠+Δℎ)3/2−(Δℎ)3/2
.    (1.4) 
If Δℎ is small then the cleaning rate is large due to two factors: increase in the probability of 
reflection from absorber and decrease in the neutron flux at absorber. The probability of reflection 
can be lower if the absorber surface is developed. Then a neutron found in the vicinity of absorber 
can hit it a few times. The profile of our absorber is shown in Fig. 1.1. 
The surface of our absorber was increased by a factor of 3 compared to the flat surface. As 
this increase places its role only for neutrons with small height exceeds Δℎ (the loss coefficient for 
them differs significantly from 1), we will assume that its area is not affected; instead we modify 
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expression (1.2) in the following way. Let 𝑖 be the number of collisions of neutron with absorber 
surface per one approach to the absorber surface. Then: 
𝜇𝑖(𝑦) = 𝜇𝑖−1(𝑦) + (1 − 𝜇𝑖−1(𝑦))𝜇(𝑦) for 𝑖 > 1, and 𝜇1(𝑦) = 𝜇(𝑦).  (1.5) 
Figs. 1.2 and 1.3 present loss coefficients 𝜇𝑖(𝑦)  and characteristic time of cleaning 
𝜏𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑛(Δℎ, 𝐻𝑎𝑏𝑠) as a function of 𝐻 and Δℎ respectively. 
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Fig. 1.2. The coefficient of loss in polyethylene absorber as a function of neutron energy for 
neutrons with different numbers of neutron collisions with absorber per one approach. 
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Fig. 1.3. The characteristic time of cleaning in absorber installed at the height 33.5 cm as a 
function of neutron energy exceed above the absorber for different loss coefficients 𝜇𝑖 (𝑖 =
1, 2, 3). 
 
Fig. 1.4 illustrates measured neutron count rate during “effect measurement” in comparison 
with model calculations, which takes into account UCN spectrum in the spectrometer, probability 
of VUCN detection (see Appendix 2), and different coefficients of losses in absorber 
corresponding to different values 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3 in equation (1.5). 
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Fig. 1.4. Observed effect as a function of the absorber height during UCN spectrum shaping. 
Points correspond to experimental data with empty spectrometer, curves are results of 
calculations with different 𝜇𝑖: 𝑖 = 1 – dashed line, 𝑖 = 2 – dotted line, 𝑖 = 3 – solid line. 
 
First, Fig. 1.4 indicates that the absorber model with loss coefficient (1.5) with 𝑖 = 3 is 
closest to the data; we used it for describing the efficiency of VUCN detection. Second, with a 
fixed cleaning time, low absorber efficiency can be compensated with decreasing its height; this 
modification slightly increases the energy “dead zone”. As introduction of samples into the 
spectrometer does not increase cleaning time, we always keep the absorber at the height 32.5 cm. 
The agreement of the data and the calculation is reasonable; however, analysis of all data yields 
the accuracy of evaluating the absolute value of spectral cut off not better than 1.0 cm. 
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Appendix 2. Evaluation of VUCN detection efficiency, differential storage and escape times 
 
Evaluation of VUCN detection efficiency in BGS can be found in ref. (13).  
Expression for VUCN detection efficiency 𝜀(ℎ) can be written as: 
𝜀(ℎ) =
𝜏𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟(ℎ)−𝜏𝑉𝑈𝐶𝑁(ℎ)
𝜏𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟(ℎ)
.     (2.1)  
Here 𝜏𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟(ℎ) and 𝜏𝑉𝑈𝐶𝑁(ℎ) are times of storage of neutrons with energy corresponding to the 
raising height ℎ (𝑚𝑔ℎ > 𝐸𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑) in the Earth’s gravitational field in the spectrometer with closed 
and open exit valve. These values change as a function of sample in the spectrometer and also as 
a function of temperature. Strictly speaking, this means that the VUCN detection efficiency 𝜀(ℎ) 
has to be measured for each sample and temperature. 
We used the fact that VUCN cannot be distinguished from UCN in the initial spectrum with 
energy higher than the gravitational barrier. 
To evaluate 𝜏𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟(ℎ) we used the following procedure: 
The spectrometer is filled in with neutrons with energy below ℎ (the absorber is set to the 
height ℎ and stays at this height until the moment of opening of the exit valve, 𝑚𝑔ℎ > 𝐸𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑, the 
exit valve is closed). To shape spectrum, neutrons are stored in the spectrometer for some time 𝑡1 
after completion of filling (after closing the input valve). Time 𝑡1  has to be long enough for 
removing neutrons with energy higher than ℎ from the spectrometer. After the time interval 𝑡1, the 
exit valve is open and residual neutrons escape from the spectrometer to the detector (neutrons 
with energy from 𝐸𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 to ℎ). 5 sec before opening the exit valve the absorber is lifted up by 10 
cm in order to avoid any influence of residual non-removed energetic neutrons to the data. After 
completion of neutron counting, the spectrometer is emptied; for this purpose, we open the exit 
valve and raise the bottom absorber. This procedure is repeated for different ℎ  values thus 
providing 𝑁(ℎ, 𝑡1) measurement. 𝑁(ℎ, 𝑡2), measured in analogous way, provides the number of 
UCNs survived in the spectrometer after time 𝑡2 > 𝑡1.  
These two dependences can be differentiated over energy to give ratio: 
𝑑𝑁(ℎ,𝑡2)/𝑑ℎ
𝑑𝑁(ℎ,𝑡1)/𝑑ℎ
= 𝑒
−
Δ𝑡
𝜏𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟(ℎ), Δ𝑡 = 𝑡2 − 𝑡1,         (2.2) 
which describes evolution of the number of UCNs with energy ℎ  defined by their loss in 
spectrometer walls. Thus we can evaluate 𝜏𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟(ℎ). One should note that ratio (2.2) does not 
contain the efficiency of neutron detection, as it depends on energy but does not depend on time.  
In practice, differentiation is replaced by subtraction of results with close absorber heights. 
Fig. 2.1 gives an example of measurement circles, used to evaluate 𝑁(70 𝑐𝑚, 70 𝑠𝑒𝑐) , 
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𝑁(90 𝑐𝑚, 70 𝑠𝑒𝑐), 𝑁(70 𝑐𝑚, 220 𝑠𝑒𝑐) and 𝑁(90 𝑐𝑚, 220 𝑠𝑒𝑐). In this case expression (3.2) is 
reduced to: 
𝑁(90 𝑐𝑚,70 𝑠𝑒𝑐)−𝑁(70 𝑐𝑚,70 𝑠𝑒𝑐)
𝑁(90 𝑐𝑚,220 𝑠𝑒𝑐)−𝑁(70 𝑐𝑚,220 𝑠𝑒𝑐)
= 𝑒
−
150 𝑠𝑒𝑐
𝜏𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟(80 𝑐𝑚). 
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Fig. 2.1. Neutron count rate in the detector in measurements 𝜏𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟(ℎ) and 𝜏𝑉𝑈𝐶𝑁(ℎ) as 
a function of the absorber height; measurements with a thin sample of Fomblin oil. 
Blue points correspond to measurements with the absorber height equal 90 cm; open 
points stand for 𝑡1 = 70 𝑠𝑒𝑐, closed points for 𝑡2 = 220 𝑠𝑒𝑐. Red points show results 
obtained with the absorber height 70 cm; open points correspond to 𝑡1 = 70 𝑠𝑒𝑐, closed 
points for 𝑡2 = 220 𝑠𝑒𝑐 . Squares indicate the difference between results of these 
measurements with different absorber heights, dotted line is a fit of experimental data for 
evaluating 𝜏𝑉𝑈𝐶𝑁(80 𝑐𝑚). 
 
The time constant 𝜏𝑉𝑈𝐶𝑁(ℎ) is a characteristic of the rate of decrease of neutrons with energy 
ℎ in the spectrometer as a result of their loss in the spectrometer walls and in the detector. The rate 
of this decrease for neutrons with energy from ℎ1  and ℎ2  can be evaluated using per-second 
difference of detector count rates after opening the exit valve (see Fig. 2.1) at corresponding 
absorber heights. We fit the obtained curve with exponent function and get 𝜏𝑉𝑈𝐶𝑁(ℎ). 
Results of measurements of 𝜏𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟(ℎ) and 𝜏𝑉𝑈𝐶𝑁(ℎ) are presented in Fig. 2.2. The efficiency 
𝜀(ℎ) evaluated in accordance with formula (2.1) is shown in Fig. 2.3. 
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Fig. 2.2. 𝜏𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟  and 𝜏𝑉𝑈𝐶𝑁  are shown as a function of time for empty spectrometer 
(blue squares) and for the spectrometer with a thin Fomblin oil sample (red circles). 
Filled in points correspond to 𝜏𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟(ℎ), open points correspond to 𝜏𝑉𝑈𝐶𝑁(ℎ). 
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Fig. 2.3. The efficiency 𝜀(ℎ) as a function of UCN energy for empty spectrometer with 
the “lift” moved up (open circles) and for the spectrometer with a thin Fomblin oil 
sample (black squares). 
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Using differential values 𝜏𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟(ℎ) and 𝜏𝑉𝑈𝐶𝑁(ℎ) we get differential times of emptying 
the spectrometer for neutrons with energy higher than the gravitational barrier 𝜏𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟(ℎ). 
These values are related to each other via a simple formula:  
1
𝜏𝑉𝑈𝐶𝑁(ℎ)
=
1
𝜏𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟(ℎ)
+
1
𝜏𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟(ℎ)
.       (1.2)
 
With values 𝜏𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟(ℎ) and 𝜏𝑉𝑈𝐶𝑁(ℎ) shown in Fig. 2.2 we get values 𝜏𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟(ℎ) shown 
in Fig. 2.4.  
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Fig. 2.4. Emptying time 𝜏𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟(ℎ) as a function of energy for the spectrometer with the “lift” 
moved up (open circles) and for the spectrometer with a thin Fomblin oil sample (black 
circles). Curve corresponds to a function 4.7ℎ0.62 used to fit the data. 
 
Note that emptying times do not depend on temperature and presence/absence of 
samples in the spectrometer as they are defined by the setup geometry only. As the main 
fraction of time in the described procedure of the efficiency evaluation is spent for statistic 
collection in measurements of 𝜏𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟(ℎ), we do that ones and then, to safe time, measure only 
differential storage times 𝜏𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟(ℎ) for particular samples; then the efficiency is calculated 
in accordance with (2.1) and (2.2) as follows: 
𝜀(ℎ) =
𝜏𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟(ℎ)
𝜏𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟(ℎ)+𝜏𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟(ℎ)
.    (2.3) 
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The data presented in Fig. 2.3 can be fitted with some continuous curve, which, however, 
does not describe precisely the detection probability for neutrons with energy close to the 
gravitational barrier (higher than that by 1-2 cm). Large systematic effects for such neutrons are 
due to the fact that the time of their escape above the gravitational barrier is comparable to or even 
larger than the times of their emptying to the detector. For neutrons with energy higher than the 
absorber height, the detection probability is also evaluated using expression (2.3), but their storage 
time is defined by the probability of their loss in the absorber. Both these dependences (for 
neutrons with energy close to the barrier and above the absorber) can be calculated; we used a 
simple model of isotropic UCN gas. Fig. 2.5 illustrates the probability for different absorber 
heights. These and analogous dependencies are used in model calculations, which are then 
compared to the experimental data. 
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Fig. 2.5. VUCN detection efficiency as a function of energy in measurements with a thin Fomblin 
oil sample; for different absorber heights: 70 cm — red dashed line, 100 cm — black solid line, 
120 cm — blue dotted line. Central parts of all curves results of fitting the experimental data in 
Fig. 1.3. Left parts of curves are calculated taking into account time needed to overcome the 
potential barrier, right parts of curves take into account the effect of absorber to neutron storage 
times (losses in the absorber are calculated). 
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Appendix 3. UCN spectrum 
Shaping the initial UCN spectrum is an important part of the measuring procedure. The main 
purpose is to avoid false effects associated with neutrons survived after filling the spectrometer 
with initial energy higher than the gravitational barrier height. Besides, the knowledge of initial 
UCN spectrum in the spectrometer is needed for correct comparison of the data with theoretical 
calculations. We aim at shaping narrow initial spectrum; its width should be sufficient for statistics 
collection; its upper cut off should be close to the gravitational barrier; false effects should not be 
observed. 
UCN spectrum is evaluated by measuring the number of neutrons survived in the 
spectrometer after cleaning. Measuring procedure consists of the following stages: filling (60 sec), 
cleaning (45 sec), storage (5 sec) and emptying (150 sec). During filling and cleaning the absorber 
is installed to the height 𝐻𝑎𝑏𝑠 < 𝐻𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑, during storage and emptying it is installed to the height 
𝐻𝑎𝑏𝑠 + 5 𝑐𝑚. During emptying the monitor valve is open and neutrons from the internal part of 
the spectrometer storage volume are counted in the monitor detector. The measurement is repeated 
with different values 𝐻𝑎𝑏𝑠, thus providing the number of neutrons in the spectrometer as a function 
of the absorber height. Fig. 3.1 shows results of such measurement with a thin Fomblin oil sample 
with the area 0.74 m2. 
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Fig. 3.1. The number of counted UCN as a function of the absorber height. Solid line is a 
result of fitting with a function ∙ (𝐻 − 𝐻0)
𝑘. 
 
Typical count rate in the monitor detector is presented in Fig. 3.2. From measured evolution 
of the monitor count rate after opening of the monitor valve we can evaluate the characteristic time 
of emptying neutrons from the storage volume 𝜏𝑈𝐶𝑁, which is related to the storage time 𝜏𝑠𝑡 and 
the time of emptying to the monitor 𝜏𝑚: 
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1
𝜏𝑈𝐶𝑁
=
1
𝜏𝑚
+
1
𝜏𝑠𝑡
.     (2.1) 
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Fig. 3.2. Monitor count rate as a function of time in measurements of the initial UCN spectrum 
with the absorber height 𝐻𝑎𝑏𝑠 = 32.5 𝑐𝑚 with a Fomblin oil sample with the surface area 0.74 m
2. 
 
During emptying the absorber is lifted up to avoid eventual effects of neutrons, which had 
not been cleaned, to the measured curve. As the UCN spectrum is quite narrow, one can assume 
that UCN storage time 𝜏𝑠𝑡 is approximately the same and can be extracted from the time evolution 
of the monitor count rate in main measurements (Fig. 2). Time constants evaluated in such a way 
from the data are: 𝜏𝑠𝑡 = 146 ± 2 𝑠𝑒𝑐 and 𝜏𝑈𝐶𝑁 = 15.0 ± 1.6 𝑠𝑒𝑐. Thus, according to expression 
(2.1) we get 𝜏𝑚 = 16.7 ± 1.8 𝑠𝑒𝑐. 
Curve in Fig. 3.1 is well described by function 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑡(ℎ) = 65 ∙ (ℎ − 25)
1.75, where the height 
ℎ is measured in cm.  
As, due to the small width of the spectrum, we assumed that 𝜏𝑚 and 𝜏𝑠𝑡 are about the same 
for all neutrons in the spectrometer, then 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑡(ℎ) is proportional to the integral UCN spectrum. 
Accordingly, the differential neutron spectrum is proportional to Φ𝑒𝑥𝑝(ℎ) = 65 ∙ 1.75 ∙
(ℎ − 25)0.75, and the number of UCNs in the spectrometer at the beginning of cleaning can be 
described as follows: 
Φ0(ℎ) = Φ𝑒𝑥𝑝(ℎ) ∙
𝜏𝑠𝑡
𝜏𝑠𝑡−𝜏𝑚
∙ 𝑒
−
∆𝑡𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑛
𝜏𝑠𝑡 .     (3.2) 
Here second factor takes into account that emptying neutrons to the monitor detector takes time 
and therefore a fraction of neutrons is lost in the spectrometer during this time. Third factor takes 
into account loss of neutrons in the spectrometer walls and in the sample during cleaning. It is 
natural to assume that function (3.2) describes UCN spectrum also in the range of ℎ slightly above 
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32.5 cm (maximum height of the absorber in measurements of UCN spectrum). Then UCN 
spectrum in the spectrometer for a given 𝐻𝑎𝑏𝑠 at the end of cleaning can be described as follows:  
Φ(ℎ) = Φ0(ℎ) ∙ (𝑒
−
∆𝑡𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑛
𝜏𝑠𝑡 ∙ 𝜃(𝐻𝑎𝑏𝑠 − ℎ) + 𝑒
−∆𝑡𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑛(
1
𝜏𝑠𝑡
+
1
𝜏𝑐𝑙(ℎ,𝐻𝑎𝑏𝑠)
)
∙ 𝜃(ℎ − 𝐻𝑎𝑏𝑠)),    (3.3) 
where 𝜃(𝑥) is Heaviside function, and 𝜏𝑐𝑙(ℎ, 𝐻𝑎𝑏𝑠) is defined by expression (1.4). 
Fig. 3.4 shows UCN spectrum in accordance with expression (3.3) for the absorber height 
𝐻𝑎𝑏𝑠 = 32.5 𝑐𝑚 and calculated loss of neutrons in the absorber. 
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Fig. 3.4. UCN spectrum in the spectrometer with a thin Fomblin oil sample with the area 0.74 m2 
at the end of spectrum cleaning. 
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